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Overview
Social Jets is a full-service IT and digital marketing agency based in Mumbai.
In today's digital business world, you need a partner who can help you take advantage
of marketing opportunities across a variety of channels in real-time. Social Jets
combines a data-driven approach in IT solutions and digital marketing to deliver
disproportional results to our clients.
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I’m inviting you to engage in a relationship with Social Jets. Like all good relationships,
this one is based on trust, communication, and mutual respect. We’re good listeners,
we tell the truth, we’re always on time, and we might even send flowers. That’s just the
kind of people we are.
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Web Development
Your website is the center of your digital presence. It's one of the few places on the
internet where you can deliver your brand's message free of distortion or distraction.
Our web development services are perfect for brands at any stage.
We develop both STATIC and E-COMMERCE (Dynamic) websites.
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Search Engine Optimization
Billions of web browsing sessions begin with a search query every day. With more than
a billion websites competing for the top spot in search results, it can be difficult to
drive traffic to your site from search engines.
At Social Jets, we specialize in an innovative approach to SEO that uses white-hat
tactics to put your website at the top of your target audience's searches.
Search engine optimization (SEO) starts with knowing where you currently stand; only
then can you determine where you want to be. Our audit allows us to perform indepth research on your existing site and provide specific recommendations to improve
your current rankings. We will continue to monitor your site's search performance and
optimize all new content for search.
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Social Media Marketing
Social Jets would bring in its expertise to increase the social media engagement and
following of your brand. We create campaigns that convert into customers.
Both organic and paid social media techniques are essential for delivering content to
your target audience. We use a variety of platforms to deliver content across a mix of
social media networks, including YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
These platforms allow us to deliver the right message to the right person at the right
time.
How, you might ask? We make sure you're in the loop with a content calendar that
defines what goes to whom, where, and when.
We will create 10 to 40+ pieces of professionally designed content per month (as per
your selected package) for your social media branding. The content will be contextual
and personalized in nature for the target audience and will be aligned to the brand
positioning.
We will bring in our expertise to get high returns on investment at lower cost through
engaging social media campaigns.
All the marketing efforts together will create the ‘snowball effect’ to increase your
revenue.
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Graphic Designing
Social Jets will work closely with your management team to create visuals that say
exactly what your customers and stakeholders need to hear.
Graphic design is about much more than logos, business cards, colours, and fonts. These
decisions are important, but the best graphic design rises above the details to invite
your audience into a relationship with you.
Our Services
1. Corporate logo

2. Presentation template

3. Business cards

4. Professional Creatives - for your website and social media
5. Report template for annual and quarterly reports

Influencer Marketing
We activate across many different platforms (Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn etc.)
depending upon who and how you want to communicate with your target. In addition
to working with those with larger followings, we have a workflow for activating
influencers with small yet passionate followings in mass.
The communication from influencers to their audiences is threaded with social context
not evident in traditional media campaigns. We are committed to evaluating the value
of these premium impressions relative to the rest of the media mix.

INFLUENCER
MARKETING
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Brand Activation
It is about creating an emotional connection between the customer and your brand so
that it sticks in their mind and they are more likely to engage with it and become longterm customers.
Activations, often inclusive and interactive, ignite the fire that will light the way for
people to find your product and align with your purpose. With an increasing number of
channels and touchpoints comes a growing number of ways to introduce your brand to
people.
1. EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING: Perhaps the best way to activate your brand in people’s
minds is by allowing them to experience it first-hand. This type of campaign can be a
powerful way to get your brand in front of people and make it stick in their mind.
2. SAMPLING CAMPAIGNS: But the experiential element of a brand activation campaign
could be something more stripped-back. It could simply mean giving people the
opportunity to try your products. Giving out free samples of a new product can be a
great way to introduce people to your brand and get them talking.
3. IN-STORE BRAND ACTIVATION: Another opportunity to activate a brand is through
in-store promotions or events. Again, this comes down to creating an experiential
element whereby customers can touch and interact with your brand.

Videography
We’re a full-service content laboratory for the 21st century.
EDITORIAL: Our forward-thinking team of storytellers nurture digital and broadcast
productions through all phases of development—from research to post-production to
launch.
MOTION & VFX: Storyboards. Motion design. Visual effects. Our team is armed with
top-tier tools and software to bring imaginative concepts to life and win over clients.
VIDEOGRAPHY: Videos are a valuable, powerful way to tell your brand’s story, to showcase
your product or service, and to engage with your target audience. Compelling, interesting,
and emotionally engaging storytelling that can make your business come to life online.
And that’s what we do: we use stories to make your business come alive.

Goals of
Brand

Desires of
users
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SOME OF OUR SUCCESS STORIES
Client: Asian Paints.
Our work: Handling the registration of employees through a web portal for
Asian Paints flagship employee volunteering calendar activities under their
2019 theme of Sparsh - Touch a Life. Showcasing the work done by their
employees on the website after all the events.
Client: YashWin Education. (BANK PO & OTHER GOVERNMENT EXAMS)
Objective: Filling all the batches to full capacity with student enrollments.
How we do it: Facebook ads, YouTube Ads, Instagram Influencer campaign and
a web-page to capture data for retargeting.
Client: K. Patel International.
Our work: Re-building the corporate website of a major pharmaceutical
company. Content writing showcasing brand values and six decades of their
existence in the pharmaceutical industry.

OUR ADVISORS AND MENTORS
1. Vikram Shete: Ph.D. Electrical, Electronics and Communications
Engineering.
2. Jaitee Wazalwar: IIM Ahmedabad Entrepreneurship Studies.
3. Samir Huda: Founded a HR business which was operational for more
than six years.

LOOKING
FORWARD TO
TEAMING UP
WITH YOU!

